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Insights and knowledge lead to better decisions and it is those better decisions that lead to improved business performance. Companies that outperform their peers are those that underpin their decisions by facts, data, and analytics. I call those companies intelligent companies and believe *Killer Analytics: Top 20 Metrics Missing from Your Balance Sheet* by Mark Graham Brown will help any business become more intelligent. More intelligent analytics are no longer a nicety to have but a required core competence that enables any company to compete in today’s data-driven world. Enterprises without the right analytics will simply be outsmarted by their competitors and left behind.

In the past, the challenge for intelligent companies was to find data, any data, to shine some light on current performance and inform decision making. It often involved creating simple ways of counting things in order to get better insights and understanding of the business. Today, the challenge is picking the right metrics from the ever-growing mountain of data. We no longer have a data shortage, we have the opposite: a data explosion. Just digest this recent quote from Google’s executive chairman Eric Schmidt: “From the dawn of civilization until 2003, humankind generated five exabytes of data. Now we produce five exabytes every two days . . . and the pace is accelerating.”

Under this backdrop of ever-growing data volumes it becomes more critical than ever that companies are able to distill information down into meaningful insights. What I love about this book is that it goes beyond the oversimplified descriptions of metrics I see every day and digs deeper into analytics that provide real business insights. It provides managers with powerful ways of combining data points—qualitative and quantitative, past, present, and future—into indices and analytics approaches that generate more intelligent insights.
My own experience of working with many of the world’s best-known enterprises shows the need for books like this one. Every day I see companies that are drowning in data while thirsting for insights. Most companies experience information overload where managers get bombarded with data, key performance indicators, and metrics, often presented in phone directory–type reports and cluttered management dashboards. What companies don’t need are more metrics; instead they need fewer and, more important, smarter analytics that really help them answer their most critical business questions. I call them key performance questions and believe they are crucial to better information and analytics. For each analytics approach presented in this book, Mark provides a list of questions they will help answer. This is an excellent starting point for choosing the right metrics and analytics approaches for any business.

The other phenomenon I see in practice is that companies have invested in business intelligence, dashboard, or analytics software solutions with the hope of providing managers with better insights and decision-making tools. The problem is that many simply automate the reporting of the oversimplified metrics and then wonder why there is so little payoff. In the information technology (IT) world, the phrase “Garbage in, garbage out” is well known, and it couldn’t be truer for performance reporting and analytics solutions. This book will help companies sift through their mountains of data, separate out the garbage, and find the relevant metrics to inform key decisions. Any company with existing dashboard, business intelligence, or analytics solutions can use this book to give it the focus it needs for reporting.

At the Advanced Performance Institute we have just completed the world’s largest study on how companies measure and manage business performance. Responses from over 3,000 companies covering most regions of the globe show us that the majority of companies are still struggling with measuring and analyzing business performance. However, those that do it well gain valuable insights, make better decisions, and ultimately outperform their competitors. As part of the research, we created a maturity model that allows us to categorize how mature companies are in their approaches to measuring, analyzing, and managing performance. We found that most companies fall into one of two categories:
1. **Data and facts.** Where companies have facts and data, but the collection and usage of data is ad hoc, sporadic, and uncoordinated, leading to very limited insights.

2. **Information.** Where companies collect data and produce reports or dashboards in a more structured approach, which leads to some useful information.

However, the most mature companies and those that clearly outperform others use performance data to make better operational and strategic decisions and develop strategic foresight and predictions for the future. Those companies leverage their data analysis to look into the future through predictive analytics. The good news is that most analytics approaches described in this book are forward looking and predictive of future financial performance.

What’s interesting, we also identified a number of things companies at the highest level of business performance management maturity have in common. So, what differentiates so-called intelligent companies from not so intelligent companies? Here is the list of seven factors:

1. Companies combine traditional measures of performance such as net profit margin, EBITDA, or economic value added with analytics approaches that are more dynamic and use wider and larger data sets—exactly the type of analytics introduced in this book!

2. Companies integrate strategic and operational approaches to create a closer link between the strategic business outcomes and the operational drivers of performance. Again, a point well supported in this book.

3. Companies focus more on the here and now as well as the future, rather than the past. Traditional metrics look backward while more sophisticated analytics approaches leverage the ability we have today to bring in real-time measures and predictive analytics tools. Another point made in this book.

4. Companies create a real focus on data quality to ensure that the input into their analytics approaches and performance metrics are reliable. Those at the highest level of maturity proactively manage data-quality throughout the organization. References
to the need for good quality data are made in many places in this book.

5. Companies use technology to support their analytics and performance reporting. Instead of turning it into an IT project, companies use IT systems and tools effectively to provide integrated platforms with the ability to perform predictive and big data analytics and enable companies to visualize relevant information in interactive graphs and reports delivered to decision makers via mobile devices or over the Internet.

6. Companies use analytics and metrics to improve internal decision making and not primarily to showcase externally how well they are doing. There is a difference in the type of metrics and analytics approaches used to really understand your business and identify the things that need attention compared to those that just exist as a box-ticking exercise. The analytics in this book are not simply there to generate a good marking message but will help companies identify many of the real performance issues.

7. Companies achieve real buy-in for analytics and performance reporting right throughout the organization—from the boardroom to the shop floor. A lack of buy-in for analytics often stems from the fact that the wrong measures are being used and irrelevant data is being shared. People at all levels of the organization will only buy into analytics and take some ownership for it if it is valuable to them and if it is generating insights that will lead to better decisions and improved performance. The purpose of this book is to achieve exactly that.

I am sure that like me, you will find this book extremely useful, practical, and engaging. It will enable you to enhance the portfolio of analytics and metrics in your company with more insightful and relevant ones in order to become a more intelligent and high-performing enterprise.

Bernard Marr,
Chief Executive Officer, Advanced Performance Institute,
author of The Intelligent Company and
Key Performance Indicators: The 75 Measures Every Manager Needs to Know
Leaders need a constant stream of information to steer their organizations down a path of success. Being able to detect little problems or challenges before they escalate into bigger ones is a key requirement for managing organizational performance.

Too many managers today rely on anecdotal data or no real data at all, with only lagging financial and operational measures to look at to see how things are going. This book is not about measuring financial performance. There are plenty of books about that. It is rare that I encounter an organization that does not have good solid operational and financial metrics. This book is about measuring the stuff that most organizations struggle with. The ultimate goal in most organizations is financial success: growth, profits, share price, and return on investment are certainly important, but many other things are prerequisites to achieving those financial goals. Reviewing financial and operational performance against targets is extremely important. However, the root causes of failures or missing your financial targets are usually other dimensions such as dissatisfied customers, unhappy employees, external factors, poorly performing suppliers, legal and regulatory issues, or failure to bring in quality new customers.

**KEY QUESTIONS**

This book is about how to develop composite or analytic metrics that provide answers to the following questions that cause sleepless nights for leaders:

- Are we encouraging our people to develop innovative products, processes, and services?
- Are we effectively managing our supply chain and maintaining good relationships with suppliers and partners?
- Are we performing well on key corporate projects and initiatives?
- How well are the various improvement projects, teams, and committees working to actually improve organizational performance?
- Are we managing and minimizing risks?
- How are we doing at managing the pipeline or sales process to bring in quality customers and clients?
- Are we tracking key external measures and events that directly influence our performance and decision making?
- How are we doing at being an environmentally conscious organization?
- Are we able to demonstrate achievement of key nonfinancial outcomes for customers and stakeholders?
- How are we doing at managing relationships with our customers?
- What do customers say on social media about our products, services, and organization?
- Are we providing consistently excellent service to our customers?
- How many customers did we make mad today and how mad did we make them?
- How are we doing at supporting our country and the economy?
- Are we consistently a good corporate citizen and behaving in an ethical manner?
- Do we have the right mix of talents and skills for today and tomorrow’s work?
- Do people enjoy working with our organization and are they happy in their jobs?
- What is our real corporate culture and set of values and is it what we want it to be?
- How much time are employees actually spending doing what we hired them to do?
- Do we have a healthy workforce and do we encourage wellness?
WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR

If you are interested in the answer to any of these questions, then you will find some value in this book. Not all 20 index metrics I discuss are going to be of interest to all organizations. My hope is that you will find three to five that really resonate with you and that you develop data collection methods and start tracking them. This book is not just for corporations or businesses; many of these metrics apply equally to health care organizations, government, military, and others. My clients run the gamut, and most organizations have more in common than they think. For example, they all have customers and employees, and they all care about financial results.

This book is also not just for big organizations. Many of the indices discussed have been used in organizations with as few as 50 employees, up to those with over 100,000. This book is also not just for metrics specialists or executives. I have worked with department managers, supervisors, and all levels of staff to develop analytic metrics that provide data on important performance dimensions.

DOWNSIDE OF METRICS

The problem with any performance measure is that you get what you measure, so you have to be very careful to make sure that whatever you are tracking drives the right behavior from your employees. The beauty of analytic or index metrics is that gaming and cheating become far less likely, as employees would need to influence a number of different submeasures in order to get the overall index to move into the “green” or target zone. Another downside that I frequently hear about is the cost. Yes, measurement costs money, and that money could be spent on other things like producing products, treating patients, or delivering services. However, without data, you don’t know how well you are doing at any of those things. I am very sensitive to this in my own business and have wasted time tracking metrics over the years that ended up either being inaccurate or not really telling me anything that helped me manage the business better.

What is ironic is that many organizations have no problem dropping a couple of million for a management program that is supposed to
improve performance, like knowledge management or customer relationship management, but balk at measuring the success or failure of any of those programs.

Metrics can be gamed, including financial ones. However, by tracking a suite of different measures that address different dimensions of performance, managers are more likely to get an accurate view of the health of their enterprise. Even though I am a huge proponent of objective performance data that can be tracked daily and weekly, I also acknowledge that sometimes observing and trusting your gut is a great way to see what is going on. If you have ever seen that show called *Undercover Boss*, you will realize the power of observational data. Bosses pose as entry-level employees and see what it is really like to be a worker in their company. Most come away in tears and learn more about their organization in a few days of watching and listening than they could from reports on 50 analytic performance measures. Observational data is critical and needs to be collected on a regular basis. Most leaders in big organizations just do not spend enough time where the real work is done. My client AltaMed, the largest community health care organization in California, requires that all medical officers spend a third to half their time in the clinics practicing medicine rather than going to meetings at corporate.

Sometimes the best way to measure something is just to talk to people and ask them questions. Numbers are critical but only tell half of the story—words are just as important. I call this “How’s it going?” data. This kind of information can be very inaccurate when most people tell the boss what he wants to hear, but assessing performance by asking questions can help supplement reports on the quantifiable metrics I discuss here. Studies are also an important way of measuring a dimension of performance. We might have an annual employee engagement survey or have an auditor come in and evaluate our sustainability program once a year. Studies provide both words and numbers and tend to include some quantifiable data. The big problem is that you can’t manage a variable that is collected once a year. All of the analytic metrics I present in this book are indices that can be tracked on a daily, weekly, or at least monthly basis.
HOW THE BOOK IS ORGANIZED

There are three parts in the book, with eight chapters in the first part, seven in the second, and five in the third. In each chapter you will find sections on why the measure is important, how it benefits an organization, and how to measure the factors that go into the analytic. In each case, a generic model of the index is presented, which will mostly need to be customized for your own organization. I find that most of my clients do not want a cookie-cutter approach created by a consultant. They want to have some ownership in deciding what gets measured and how. However, I find it always helps to show them a generic “straw man” analytic as a starting point so that can modify it to suit their own needs. Not only does this create buy-in from your staff, but the metrics are always much better because they have been tailored to your industry, company, and availability of data.

SUPER ANALYTICS

Another way of using this book is to combine a number of the indices into “super analytics” that provide a broad assessment of similar areas of performance. Some of my clients like this approach of having four or five big gauges on their daily scorecards that tell them about the following areas of performance:

- Financial
- Operational
- Customer and stakeholder
- People

Data is then stacked in layers, with warning lights to tell leaders to drill down deeper into the super analytics to see what measure is showing the problem and where it is happening. The beauty of this approach is that leaders have fewer than six high-level health metrics to track, each with a wealth of detail underneath them that can be viewed on an as-needed basis. The following graphic shows the hierarchy of performance data in a consumer products company.
Some examples of super analytics that you might create are as follows:

**Responsibility Super Index**

Risk index  
External factors index  
Sustainability index  
Outcomes index  
American index  
Corporate citizenship index  

It also might be possible to combine some formula or singular metrics along with a couple of composite or index metrics to create some super analytics:

**Future Performance Index**

Opportunity management index  
Percent in revenue from new customers index  
Innovation index  
Risk index
Customer Index

Customer engagement index
Social network index
Opportunity management index
Customer rage index
Customer loyalty index
Customer satisfaction index

THE INTELLIGENT COMPANY

If you have not read the foreword, I encourage you to do so. Author Bernard Marr is clearly one of the thought leaders in the use of analytics to help organizations become more intelligent enterprises. I asked Bernard to write the foreword because I think this book serves as a good companion for his two recent books, *Key Performance Indicators: The 75 Measures Every Manager Needs to Know* (Pearson, 2012) and *The Intelligent Company: Five Steps to Success with Evidence-Based Management* (Pearson, 2010). Having accurate data on any dimension of performance is only the first step toward improving it. A scale never makes anyone lose weight, but it is a good tool to track the success of your efforts to do so. Intelligent companies take the time to try to collect quantifiable data on things that are very important but difficult to measure. They also use that data to analyze problems and declining trends and to evaluate actions and strategies in real time to get the organization back on track.
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